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A study is made of the effects of Lorentz mvariance and nuc-
lear current conservation in calculations of the Af-asymmetry of
the cross sections for Ce.e'p) reactions on few-body systems. The
A^-value is shown to be very sensitive to different relativistlc
effects and to nuclear current conservation. In the quasi-elastic
region С qp/2m~l, P

a
i

s

/
>

< <
1 ) this value is determined only by

the degree of linear polarization of the virtual photon, and the
electromagnetic current structure, while at cm. proton emission
angles вР">90° the A^-asymmetry is determined by both the reaction
mechanisms and the intranuclear dynamics.

3 figs.. 12 refs.
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ПРОЯВЛЕНИЕ РБЯЯПеИСТСКИХ ЭФФЕКТОВ И ООХРАНЯШХСЯ ТОКОВ В

№ТГЕР*ЕРЕЩЮННОИ ПРОДОЛЬНО-ПОГЕРЕЧНОЯ СТРУКТУРНОЙ ФУНКЦИИ В
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Изучаются следствия Лоренц-ковариантности и калибровочной ин-
вариантности и расчетах /U-асимметрии сечений Се.е'р)-реакций на
малонуклонных системах. Показано, что величина А^ очень чувстви-
тельна к различнш релятивистским эффектам и сохранение ядерного
тока. В квазиупругой области Cq

2
/2m» ~ 1. P

lis
/i» « П она

определяется лишь степенью линейной поляризации виртуального
фотона и структурой электромагнитного тока, а при углах вылета
протона 8Ё

п
>50° Аф-асимметрия определяется как механизмами

реакции, так и внутриядерной динамикой.

Работа финансируется Государственным комитетом Украины по
вопросам науки и технологий: "Проект поляризация",

(С) Харьковский физико-технический институт, 1992.



The nuclear structure functions of the %e.e'p)n.reaction

4t the quasi-eiastic region Схр=-д
в
/2шр«1Л4. where q=C».cf) Is the

i-moraentura of the photon, ra-the nucleon mass) have recently been

separated and the A^-asymmetry has been measured at the NtKHBF
/1/
:

C D

at q*=-0.21CGeV/cJ
2
and p^

i s
s 0.18 QeV/c. In С П . d

3
» Is the

differential cross section of the reaction with registration of

ep-colncldenees, $ is the angle between the planes foried by

electron and hadron momenta.

The theoretical analysis of A^-asymmetry performed In

• 1] with due account of one- ana raultl-particle mechanisms,

including plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA), the final-state

interaction CFSD, meson exchange currents СИВО and isobar

configurations CIC3 has revealed a strong Cby a factor of about 23

aifference between the nonrelativistic CPWIA+P5I+MEC+IC3 and

relatlvistic CPWIA+FSD calculations.

This paper has been intended to establish the reasons for

this strong difference Trt to investigate the effects of both the

Lorentz covariance of theory and the exact conservation of nuclear

electromagnetic СЕЮ current on the calculations of A^. It will be

shown that A^-asyieetry has the scaling behavior at Xp»l and

P H I S ' " "
1
'

The amplitude of EM process on the nucleus is determined by

the set of diagrams satisfying the requirements of nuclear current

conservation and containing the contributions of one- and multi-

particle mechanisns^
2
"

67
. However, it Is well known that in the

quasi-elastic region at Xp«l and p
m i s

/a«l the dominant role be-

longs to the one-particle mechanism
/S>7

~
a/
. In this case, the

I



•iltlpartlcle effects such as RSI and NEC are suppressed klnena-

tically and the cross section for the Ce.e'p) reaction may be re-

presented In a factorlzed
 /7

^

d
3
a = К ̂  рСр

ш 1 8
) . (2)

where К is the kinematic factor, pCp
l l s

3 Is the nucleon momentum

distribution in- the nucleus, and the dependence on the angle ф Is

focussed only in the "elementary act", i.e.. (halfDoff-shel1 elec-

tron nucleon scattering o^. Substituting (2) in C D we obtain

that at Xp* 1 and Pg^^m « 1 the A^-asymmetry depends neither on

the number of the nucleus-target and Its structure, nor on diffe-

rent Multlpartlcle effects.

/ ^ « [о^СОЗ-адрСяЭЗЛа^СЮ+аерСяЗ]. C3D

Various kinds of off-shell effects' accounting in a
e p
 have

been considered''
10
'
11
''. In the covarlant form, the cross section

of ^-quantum absorption by off-shell nucleons is determined by

the convolution of electron 1 ^ and hadron W ^ tensors:

°ep
e l
iw

W
»w

 I n v i e w o f t h e LorentiZ
 covariance. CPT and gauge inva-

riance CQI>, this product can be represented in terms of four

structure functions (for nonpolarized electrons):

+ к a
L
 + к №pcos2# + [icCl+iO]

ly
^orjCOS#>

r
 C4)

where C<2a&£QsBe/<p'i
zZ-cps&p')K~1. а=1Л37. Ео and 9_ are.

respectively, the final electron energy and scattering angle;

K<l-2£p/ifc^ee/Z)~^ determines the degree of linear polarization

of the virtual photon. The structure functions «fy.L.T.I in C45

are related to W« T s 1'
/S'10" as:



The structure functions are easily calculated if one takes

into account that

Here kj and k
2
 are the 4-momenta of initial and final

electrons ,p' and p are the 4-moraenta of the nucleon before and

after r*-quantum absorption. J» is the EM current of the virtual

nucleon, J
p
=7

0
Jpr

0
> P =

PM7»> 7» being the 4x4 Dirac matrices.

So, from C3)-(6), the Ад-asymetry in the quasi-elastic

region is determined only by the degree of linear polarization of

the virtual photon and the EM current structure:

С7Э

To evaluate the A^ sensitivity to off-shell effects in gr*№l

vertices, we shall calculate the structure functions for two foris

of the nucleon EM current Cwhich are equivalent only on mass

shell):

^ ^ fg/aOuCp*), C8)

С9Э

where uCp) are bispinors. F| 2
C
4

2
3 are on-shell EM form factors of

nucleons. Using C43-C95,we get the universal expression for fu at

^ = * [SCOD - S C * ) M b + tCSCOJ

q
2
!!
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The function SCf) represents the Lorentz-covenant properties of

the Af-asvMBtry. and a,b values are determined by the y*NN vertex

structure:

for current C8) for current C9J

*=F
2
+xF§ ,

 Q 1 )

-X)F|D 1.

The variables T'-q
2
/*»

2
 and x*C^-p'

2
)/4^ deteriine off-shell

effects for photons and nucleons.respectively. According to C1OD-

Cll), at x » x the A^ value does not depend on the fori of the EM

current.whereas at t ~ x this dependence «ay be significant.

In fig.l. the results of A^-asyMetry calculations by eqs.

C1OD-C11) for two forms of the EM current. C8) and C9). are shown

by SD'ld curves 1 and 2, respectively. It is seen that the

"scaling" curves 1 and 2 practically coincide with Tjon's

relativistic calculation^'Cdotted curve), and the uncertainties

in Ьф due to a different choice of the EM current are negligible

C3-45O under the conditions of the experinent
 / 1 /

 Cx » x ) and

are conparable with MEC contribution
71
''. Thus, neither the nuclear

structure Ccurves 1 and 2 are universal for any nucleus) nor the

iwlUparticle effects of PSI and MEC types have a real effect on

the Af-asymetry value in the vicinity of the quasi-elastic peak.

To study the reasons for a strong differenc? of

nonrelativistic and relativistic calculations in [1]. let us

perfori a nonrelativistic reduction in the current С9) and get the

structure functions in the form of deconposition in 1/m powers

Csee



+ t .

• eci/m
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3
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In this case, the Lorentz-covarlant, CPT and GI properties of

the hadron tensor W ^ Cand convolutions of l^V^D are certainly

conserved. The A^-asymmetry values calculated using the covarlant

formula C7) but with nonrelativistic structure functions C12) are

shown in fig. I by the dashed curve. Comparing the dashed and

solid C2) curves we see that the nonrelativistic reduction of the

EM current С9) leads only to a 14% decrease in the Ал-asymmetry

value from the relativistic calculations. A significant difference

between our "nonrelativistic" dashed curve and Arenhovel's

nonrelativistic calculation^'' Cdash-dotted curveD may be due to

the violation of Lorentz covariance and QI of the tensor W ~ when

calculating some of its components. V^, W
l o o i

 and W
1)(

Ci.k=1.2.3). in the quantum-mechanical approach with nonconserving

hadron currents. Indeed, at ф=О and #=я the electron scattering

takes place on the nucleon of the nucleus with the momentum p*'=p*-<J

moving in the lab.system "forward" and "backward" with respect to

the direction of the incident electron. Therefore, the Lorentz

boosts from the nuclear rest frame to the nucleon one, where the

nucleon two-component spinors are determined, at 0=0 and ф=ж and

the same РщзЧР*-^! are realized with different rates^^. This

effect arising due to the "small" wave functions components is not

cosidered in quantum-mechanical calculations with two-coaponent

spinors. This leads to the decrease in the A^-asymaetry absolute

5



value Cas the contributions from "large" components to A* are

essentially compensated 5.

So the significant difference between relativlstlc and

nonrelativistic calculations
71
'' is due to the nonrelativistic

reduction of EM current and the absence of Lorentz covariance in

quantum-mechanical approaches.

To estimate the role of exact conservation of the nuclear

current in Ад-asymmetry calculations, we use the field-theoretic

approach which allows us to take into consideration the nuclear

structure and provides the 01 of the theory. The amplitude of the
2
HCe,e'p)n process in the one-photon approximation is determined

by the convolution of electron j£ e 1 5 and nuclear J*™1015 currents:

С13)

The conserving nuclear current, being unified for the

processes with photons and electrons has the form
/2>
*

/
':

+

С14)

In С14) n is the 4-momentum of the neutron. U
e
. d and И are the

deuteron polarization vector, 4-momentum and mass, respectively.

The d m vertex structure АцС-к
2
) and its connection with the

deuteron wave functions is given in 12), and the covariant

variables are defined in the following way.

k=Cp-n)>2, kp=k-q/2. к^-ю/Й. n'=n-q, d'=d*q.

The yNN and ydd vertices satisfying the Ward-Takaknashi

identities are written as



«95

9 | 1 ( Л г
CIS)

Here z
N
 is the nucieon charge, G

1 2 3
Cq^3 are the EM fora.

factors of the deuteron CG
1
CO)=1.«-0^(05*^, G3CO) =2^+0^-1). 1^

and Q
d
 are its magnetic and quadrupole aoients. The first three-

terms in C14) correspond to the diagraas with proton, neutron and

deuteron poles in fig.2. The contact diagram amplitude providing

the conservation of nuclear current is given by the last term in

С14Э. It can be easily seen with the help of C133-C16) that

j£nucI3qp=O at arbitrary q
2 values.

The A^-asyametry values calculated by formulas С133-C14) with
the Reid potential are represented in fig. 1 by solid curve 3. The

significant difference between curves 2 and 3 is due to the

contact diagram contribution. The calculations based on the first

three pole diagrams only Cfig. Z) coincide with Tjon's

calculations
71
'' and with our calculations by the scaling formula

C10D. So. the exact conservation of the nuclear current in

A^-asymmetry is of the same importance as the Lorentz-covarlance

effects are.

A high sensitivity of k* to the reaction mechanisms at Р ^ э ю

is illustrated in fig. 3, where covariant calculations of the

Аф-asymnetry for the reactions ^ C e . e ' p ) ^ and ^HeCe.e'p)^ are

represented as functions of the cm. proton emission angle. The

vertex functions of
 3
He •» p

2
H and

 4
He •• p

3
H were obtained

73
-

46
''

by using overlap integrals of the wave functions for the Reid aw



Urbana potentials. The calculation results based on GI set of

diagrams Cfig.2.) are shown In fig. 3 by solid*curves. The dotted

curves correspond to the consideration of the diagrams with the

proton pole only. The calculations without contact amplitudes are

shown by the dashed line. Prom fig. 3 it is seen that the exact

conservation of EM current in the /U-asymmetry calculations is

also of great importance for the ^He, *He nuclei. For the reaction

ЗнеСе.е'р^Н, in addition to the set of diagrams in fig. 2. the

mechanisms of deuteron production from orthogonal states, i.e.

from uncorrelated np-pairs have also been considered (the total

calculation is shown by the dash-dotted line in fig. 33. At a

fixed ar*-quantum polarization к at 0° < eP" < 90°. the complete

calculations with conserving currents also show the scaling

behavior of A* Ccf.curve 3 in fig. 1 and the solid curves in fig.

3), and the variable к can be considered as a scale parameter.

So. the Af-asymmetry measurements on lightest nuclei in the

scaling region Cxp*l. p
m
j

S
/m«l and в£и

<90
о
) may be used for

studying the relativistic effects, off-shell structure of arNN

vertices and contact interactions of photons with nuclei. The

experimental data at e£m>50° and PraiS^n s l may give information
about the reaction mechanisms and the intranuclear dynamics.

In conclusion, it should be noted that Lorentz covariance of
the theory and the nuclear current conservation are of great
importance not only in the calculations of A^-asymmetry but also
at studying any polarization phenomena which are due to
interference contributions of different components of the EM
current.
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Fig. 1. .The A^-asymmetry of
 d

HCe,e'p)n cross section as a

function of p
m i s

 in NIKHEF kinematic conditions
717
". Solid

curves 1 and 2 are the covarint calculations by scaling for-

mula CIO) for the currents (8) and C9), respectively. The

dashed curve is the covariant calculation by formula C7). but

with nonrelativistic structure functions С12Э. The dotted and

dash-dotted curves are the relativistic and nonrelativistic

calculations
71
'. Solid line 3 is the covariant calculation

with the exactly conserving current C14). The experimental

data are from
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Fig. 2.

V А-1 А-1 Л А-1

The set of covariant diagrams for amplitudes of the pro-

cess A(y*.p)A-l providing Ihe conservation of nuclear current

Q9

Q6

03

150

Fio. 3. Аф-asymmetry for the

processes
 3

HeCe.e'p)
2
H and

4
HeCe.e'p)

3
H versus ag

ra
 at E^O.S

GeV 8
e
=60°; <2

2
=0.391 GeV and

E
2
=0.377 OeV respectively. The

dotted curves are the calcula-

tions with only the proton pole

taken into account. The dashed

curves are the calculations ba-

sed on the first three diag-

rams of fig. 2. The solid curves

are the calculations with the

exact conserving nuclear current,

taking into account the whole

set of diagrams in fig. 2. The

dash-dotted curve is the comp-

lete calculation with the whole

set of diagrams of fig. 2 with

addition of ti-.э contribution

from noncorrelated pn- pairs

10
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